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US General Trade Policy
US Customs Bill Addresses Trade Remedy Enforcement, IPR Protection, and US Trade
Agreements
On February 24, 2016, President Obama signed into law the Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement
Act (“the Act”), which covers, inter alia, US trade remedy law enforcement, intellectual property rights
(IPR) protection by US trading partners, and US trade negotiations and agreements. Key features of the
Act include (i) a new process for US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to investigate claims of
antidumping (AD) and countervailing duty (CVD) evasion; (ii) a requirement that the US Trade
Representative (USTR) develop IPR “action plans” for countries placed on the Priority Watch List in its
annual Special 301 report; (iii) provisions permitting the Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) law to apply,
under certain circumstances, to US trade agreements with countries that allegedly do not provide
sufficient protections against human trafficking; and (iv) the elimination of the “consumptive demand”
exception to the general US prohibition on the importation of goods produced using forced or
indentured labor. The Act also establishes new US trade negotiating objectives related to trade remedy
law enforcement, fisheries, the environment, and immigration. These provisions, along with other
sections of the Act summarized below, could have implications for US importers or foreign trading
partners of the United States.

Trade Remedies
New procedures for AD/CVD evasion investigations
Title IV of the Act establishes new procedures to be followed by CBP when CBP investigates claims of evasion of
antidumping and countervailing duties. These provisions could impose new burdens on US importers, because CBP
now has to initiate a formal investigation whenever information “reasonably” available to an interested party
“reasonably” supports an allegation that a US importer’s materially false or incomplete entry statements have resulted
in an “evasion” of AD/CVD cash deposits or duty payments (a low threshold). Implementing Title IV could also pose
challenges for CBP, which – unlike the US Department of Commerce (DOC), for example – is unaccustomed to
following the formalities that Title IV will now impose on CBP’s “evasion” investigations (e.g., deadlines, notices,
questionnaires, verifications, administrative reviews, and judicial reviews). CBP must implement the new
investigation procedures within 180 days after the date of enactment of the Act (i.e., by August 21, 2016).
The investigation procedures established by Title IV are as follows:


1

Initiations. CBP must initiate an evasion investigation within 15 business days after either (i) an “interested party”
files an allegation (i.e., a claim that merchandise covered by an AD/CVD order has been entered into the United
States through evasion) that is “reasonably” supported by information “reasonably” available to it; or (ii) any other
1
federal agency provides CBP with information “reasonably” suggesting evasion. Evasion is defined as entering
merchandise subject to an AD/CVD order by means of material and false statements or material omissions that
result in a lowering or elimination of an AD/CVD payment or cash deposit.

An “interested party” means (i) a foreign manufacturer, producer, or exporter, or the United States importer, of covered merchandise (or a trade
or business association in which such entities comprise a majority of the membership); (ii) a manufacturer, producer, or wholesaler in the United
States of a domestic like product; (iii) a certified union or recognized union or group of workers that is representative of an industry engaged in the
manufacture, production, or wholesale in the United States of a domestic like product; (iv) a trade or business association a majority of the
members of which manufacture, produce, or wholesale a domestic like product in the United States; (v) an association a majority of the members
of which is composed of interested parties described in items (ii), (iii), or (iv) with respect to a domestic like product; and (vi) if the covered
merchandise is a processed agricultural product, a coalition or trade association that is representative of either processors, processors and
producers, or processors and growers.
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Investigations. During its investigation, CBP may issue questionnaires, conduct verifications, and draw adverse
inferences for failures to cooperate. If CBP cannot determine whether the relevant AD/CVD order covers the
merchandise to which an allegation refers, CBP may refer only this scope issue to DOC. (The Act also creates in
DOC a new position for a Director of the Trade Remedy Law Enforcement Division, who liaises with CBP in
preventing evasion).



Interim measures. Within 90 days after initiating an investigation, CBP must determine whether there is a
“reasonable suspicion” that the covered merchandise was entered into the United States through evasion. If
CBP decides that there is such a reasonable suspicion, CBP must suspend liquidation of each unliquidated entry
of the covered merchandise and, if CBP determines that they are necessary, require single transaction bonds or
cash deposits.



Determinations. Within 300 calendar days after initiation, CBP must determine, based on “substantial evidence,”
whether the covered merchandise was entered through evasion. This deadline can be extended by 60 additional
calendar days if CBP determines that the investigation is extraordinarily complicated. CBP must make the results
of its determination available to interested parties and others within 5 days after it is issued.



Effect of determinations. If CBP makes an affirmative determination, it must (i) suspend (or continue to
suspend) liquidation of the covered merchandise; (ii) notify DOC of the determination and ask DOC to determine
the applicable cash deposit or AD/CVD rates; and (iii) require either cash deposits or duty payments based on
those rates. CBP may also take additional enforcement measures as it deems appropriate, such as initiating a
19 U.S.C. § 1592 or 1595a penalty proceeding or recommending that U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) initiate a civil or criminal investigation. In addition, CBP may require the importer to deposit
estimated duties at the time of entry for future importations.



Administrative reviews. Either the accused person or the interested party making the allegation may file an
appeal for an administrative review of CBP’s determination within 30 business days after the determination is
made. This review is “de novo,” meaning without deference to any part of the decision previously made in the
matter. CBP must complete its administrative review within 60 business days after it receives the appeal.



Judicial reviews. The United States Court of International Trade (CIT) will review CBP’s final determination if,
within 30 business days after it, either the accused person or the person making the allegation challenges (i)
whether CBP “fully” complied with required procedures; or (ii) whether CBP’s decision was “arbitrary, capricious,
an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.”

Cooperation agreements with foreign countries
Title IV also directs the US Treasury Department to negotiate bilateral agreements to combat trade remedy evasion,
and makes it a principal trade negotiating objective of the United States to ensure that future US trade agreements
contain anti-evasion provisions. Pursuant to Section 414 of the Act, the Secretary of the Treasury must seek to
negotiate and enter into bilateral agreements with foreign customs authorities “for purposes of cooperation on
preventing evasion of the trade remedy laws of the United States and the trade remedy laws of the other country.”
The Secretary must seek to include in such agreements provisions that allow (i) the sharing of information to
determine if evasion has occurred; (ii) the verification of such information; and (iii) the participation of officials from
the importing country in verification activities conducted by the exporting country, including through site visits.
Another recommended provision of such agreements would state that, if the exporting country does not allow the
importing country to participate in verification activities, the importing country may take this fact into consideration
when assessing the compliance of the exporting country’s exports with the importing country’s trade remedy laws.
Furthermore, Section 415 makes it a principal trade negotiating objective of the United States to include the
information sharing and verification provisions listed above in all future US trade agreements, including those
currently under negotiation. However, this principle trade negotiating objective is not an amendment to the TPA law,
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which contains most US trade negotiating objectives and is set to expire on July 1, 2018 (with an optional extension
to July 1, 2021). Rather, this principal trade negotiating objective is a standalone measure separate from the TPA
law, and will remain in effect unless it is repealed.

Intellectual Property
Intellectual property rights (IPR) action plans for Priority Watch List countries
Section 610 of the Act directs USTR to identify specific steps that certain foreign countries can take to improve their
IPR environments, and authorizes the President to take actions – which may include formal investigations and
penalties, such as suspension of duty-free treatment under trade preference programs – against countries that fail to
implement USTR’s recommendations.
Background
The Act requires USTR to develop IPR “action plans” for certain countries that it places on the “Priority Watch List” in
its annual “Special 301” report on IPR protection and enforcement by US trading partners. In accordance with the
Special 301 provisions of the Trade Act of 1974 (“Trade Act”), USTR identifies in the Special 301 report any foreign
countries that allegedly (i) deny adequate and effective protection of IPR; or (ii) deny fair and equitable market access
2
to US persons that rely on IPR protection. Within the Special 301 report, USTR places on the Priority Watch List
those countries in which “particular problems” allegedly exist with respect to IPR protection, enforcement, or market
access for persons relying on IPR.
Action Plan Requirements
Pursuant to Section 610, USTR must, within 90 days after submitting its annual National Trade Estimate (NTE) report
to Congress, develop an IPR “action plan” for any foreign country that has remained on the Priority Watch List for at
least one year. The action plan must contain specific benchmarks, such as legislative, institutional, enforcement, or
other actions that USTR deems necessary for the country to achieve adequate IPR protection and market access for
persons relying on IPR. USTR must also provide an annual report to Congress describing each country’s progress in
meeting its action plan benchmarks. The Act does not require USTR to consult with foreign government
representatives or other stakeholders when developing the action plan.
Implications
If USTR determines that a country has not substantially complied with its action plan benchmarks within one year
after the action plan is developed, the President is authorized to “take appropriate action” with respect to the country.
The Act does not list specific “appropriate” actions that the President may take, leaving the President with discretion
in the event that a country does not comply with its action plan. However, authorities available to the President
include potential designation of the country as a “Priority Foreign Country” under the Special 301 provisions,
3
triggering a Section 301 investigation of that country. If USTR determines that the foreign government practices
which warranted the PFC designation (and the resulting investigation) involve US rights under a trade agreement
(e.g., the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (“TRIPs”)), USTR must initiate
dispute settlement procedures under the applicable trade agreement and base the determination of its Section 301
4
investigation on the results of those proceedings. If, however, USTR determines that the practices which warranted
the PFC designation do not involve US rights under a trade agreement, USTR will conduct its own investigation
5
under Section 301. The investigation would seek to determine whether the country’s IPR-related acts, policies, and

2

19 U.S.C. § 2242(a)

3

19 U.S.C. § 2242(b)

4

19 U.S.C. § 2413(a) and 19 U.S.C. § 2414(a)(1)

5

19 U.S.C. § 2414(a)(2).
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practices are “unreasonable or discriminatory” and “burden or restrict United States commerce” because (i) they
deny provision of “adequate and effective protection of intellectual property rights” (notwithstanding the fact that the
country may be in compliance with the TRIPs Agreement); or (ii) they deny provision of “non-discriminatory market
7
access opportunities for United States persons that rely upon intellectual property protection[.]” Section 301
investigations may result in the imposition of sanctions against a PFC, including withdrawal, limitation, or suspension
of duty-free treatment afforded to the PFC under trade preference programs such as the Generalized System of
8
Preferences (GSP). Other sanctions authorized by the statute include import duties and fees or restrictions on the
supply of services, but these provisions predate the WTO, have not been used against WTO Members, and are
unlikely to be used in the future, as their use would raise concerns under the GATT and the GATS (in particular the
most-favoured-nation (MFN) provisions of these agreements).
Import-related protection of IPR
Section 302 of the Act requires CBP to provide IPR holders with undredacted images of imported merchandise that
CBP suspects of violating a copyright or trademark, ending CBP’s previous practice of redacting all identifying
markings and codes before sending images to the IPR holder for authentication. Pursuant to Section 302, if CBP (i)
“suspects” that imported merchandise violates a copyright or trademark recorded with CBP; and (ii) determines that
examination of the merchandise by the IPR holder would help CBP determine whether a violation exists, CBP must
supply the IPR holder with unredacted images of the merchandise and its packaging and labels, and may also
provide the IPR holder with unredacted samples of the merchandise.
New Chief Trade Negotiator for IPR issues
Section 609 establishes a new “Chief Innovation and Intellectual Property Negotiator” at USTR. This position will be
responsible for conducting US trade negotiations and enforcing agreements related to intellectual property. This
change reflects certain US lawmakers’ increasing prioritization of IPR issues as a component of US trade
agreements.

Amendments to the Trade Promotion Authority law
The Act makes several modifications to the TPA law enacted in June 2015, including new US trade negotiating
objectives and a waiver process permitting the TPA law to apply to trade agreements with countries that allegedly do
not provide sufficient protections against human trafficking. These changes will take effect as if they were included in
the enactment of the TPA law, meaning that they will apply to agreements entered into (i.e., signed) by the President
while the TPA law is in force. Although trade negotiating objectives are not binding on US trade negotiators, they are
generally followed.
Negotiating objectives on immigration, climate change, and fisheries
Section 914 amends the TPA law by establishing two new trade negotiating objectives for US trade agreements with
foreign countries: (i) to ensure that trade agreements do not require changes to the immigration laws of the United
States or obligate the United States to grant access or expand access to visas; and (ii) to ensure that trade
agreements do not establish obligations for the United States regarding greenhouse gas emissions measures,
including obligations that require changes to United States laws or regulations. These objectives largely codify
existing US practice, however, because the United States has avoided taking on commitments in these politicallysensitive areas in recent FTAs.
Section 914 further amends the TPA law by establishing new principal US negotiating objectives regarding fisheries:
(i) to obtain competitive opportunities for United States exports of fish, seafood, and shellfish products in foreign
6

19 U.S.C. § 2411(b)(1)

7

19 U.S.C. § 2411(d)(3)(B)

8

19 U.S.C. § 2411(c)
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markets, including by reducing or eliminating tariff and nontariff barriers; (ii) to eliminate fisheries subsidies that distort
trade; (iii) to pursue transparency in fisheries subsidies programs; and (iii) to address illegal, unreported, and
unregulated fishing. The recently-signed Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) appears to reflect these objectives, as it
includes both transparency measures and commitments to eliminate certain fisheries subsidies.
Waiver process for “Tier 3” countries
Section 914 permits the TPA law to apply, under certain circumstances, to US FTAs with “Tier 3” countries (i.e.,
countries whose governments, according to the US State Department’s annual Trafficking in Persons (TIP) Report,
do not comply with certain “minimum standards” that pertain to the elimination of human trafficking). Though the
exception could be used to facilitate congressional consideration of future US trade agreements with Tier 3 countries,
invoking the inception would likely be politically contentious in the United States.
The TPA law provides that legislation to implement trade agreements between the United States and Tier 3 countries
shall be ineligible for the expedited (i.e., “fast-track”) legislative procedures established by TPA, thus diminishing (i)
any such trade agreement’s likelihood of being approved by Congress; and (ii) a Tier 3 country’s willingness to sign a
9
trade agreement with the United States. Section 914 amends this provision of the TPA law by providing that trade
agreements with Tier 3 countries shall be eligible for fast-track consideration if the President submits a letter to the
appropriate congressional committees stating that the Tier 3 country “has taken concrete actions to implement the
principal recommendations with respect to that country” in the State Department’s most recent TIP report. The letter
must be accompanied by supporting documentation providing “credible evidence of each such concrete action,
including copies of relevant laws or regulations adopted or modified, and any enforcement actions taken[.]” Though
this exception to the general prohibition would allow FTAs with Tier 3 countries to be considered under TPA
procedures, invoking the exception would be politically contentious and would invite congressional and public scrutiny
of the Tier 3 country’s laws, policies, and enforcement actions.
Section 914 also requires the President to justify the removal of any country from the Tier 3 list by providing
supporting documentation to Congress. Such documentation must include “a detailed description of the credible
evidence supporting the change in listing of the country, accompanied by copies of documents providing such
evidence[.]” This reporting requirement could make it more burdensome to justify changes in the TIP report’s
designation of potential FTA partners.

Other significant provisions
Engagement on currency exchange rate policies
Section 701 directs the Treasury Department to hold bilateral discussions with countries whose currencies are
allegedly undervalued, and, in the event that the country does not take steps to rectify the undervaluation, requires
the President to take remedial actions against the country unless doing so would be detrimental to US interests. The
remedial actions authorized by Section 701 are limited, however, to restrictions on development financing and
government procurement, increased IMF surveillance, and reconsideration of the relevant country’s suitability as a
potential FTA partner.
Under Section 701, the US Treasury Department is required to submit biannual reports to Congress containing
analyses of the macroeconomic and exchange rate policies of major US trading partners – expanding on the existing
biannual reporting requirement established by the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988. The new
reports must provide “enhanced analyses” of the policies of any major US trading partner that: (i) has a significant
bilateral trade surplus with the United States; (ii) has a material current account surplus; and (iii) has engaged in
“persistent one-sided intervention in the foreign exchange market.” Treasury is required to initiate “enhanced bilateral
engagement” with each country meeting these criteria to express the concern of the United States, to urge policy
reforms, and to advise the country that the United States may take remedial actions. However, the Treasury
9

19 U.S.C. § 4205(b)(6)
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Secretary may waive the requirement to commence enhanced bilateral engagement if doing so would adversely
impact the US economy or national security.
If, within one year after enahanced bilateral engagement begins, Treasury determines that the country has failed to
adopt appropriate policies to correct the alleged undervaluation and surpluses, the President is required to take one
or more of the following actions: (i) prohibit the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) from approving any
new financing with respect to a project located in that country; (ii) prohibit the US federal government from procuring
goods or services from that country (except where such action would be inconsistent with US obligations under
international agreements); (iii) instruct the US Executive Director of the IMF to call for rigorous surveillance of the
macroeconomic and exchange rate policies of that country (and, as appropriate, formal consultations on findings of
currency manipulation); and/or (iv) instruct USTR to take into account the country’s alleged failure to cooperate when
assessing whether to enter into a bilateral or regional trade agreement with that country. The President may choose
not to take any remedial action, however, if doing so would adversely impact the US economy or national security.
Repeal of the “consumptive demand” exception for goods produced using forced labor
Section 902 of the Act repeals the “consumptive demand” exception to the Tariff Act of 1930’s general prohibition on
the importation into the United States of “[a]ll goods, wares, articles, and merchandise mined, produced, or
manufactured wholly or in part in any foreign country by convict labor or/and forced labor or/and indentured labor
10
under penal sanctions[.] The consumptive demand exception provided that such goods might be imported into the
United States – despite being the product of forced, indentured, or convict labor – if similar goods were not produced
in the United States in sufficient quantities to satisfy US consumer demand.
The repeal of the consumptive exception took effect on March 10, 2016. As a result, if CBP orders that imported
merchandise be denied entry on the grounds that the merchandise is allegedly the product of forced, indentured, or
convict labor, US importers will no longer able to invoke the consumptive demand exception to challenge CBP’s order.
CBP may only impose such orders following a formal investigation under Section 307 of the Tariff Act, which CBP
may initiate in response to a petition by an interested party or a claim from a CBP official. CBP’s orders under Section
307 are company- and product-specific, meaning that they apply only to the companies and products identified in the
petition and investigated by CBP, rather than all products of the same kind from the exporting country.
Negotiating objectives related to Israel
Section 909 establishes three new principal trade negotiating objectives designed to discourage US trading partners
from boycotting, divesting from, or imposing sanctions against Israel. These new objectives are (i) to discourage
actions by potential trading partners that directly or indirectly prejudice or otherwise discourage commercial activity
solely between the United States and Israel; (ii) to discourage politically motivated boycotts of, divestment from, and
sanctions against Israel and to seek the elimination of politically motivated nontariff barriers on Israeli goods, services,
or other commerce imposed on Israel; and (iii) to seek the elimination of state-sponsored unsanctioned foreign
boycotts of Israel, or compliance with the Arab League Boycott of Israel, by prospective trading partners.
These objectives apply to negotiations commenced before, on, or after the date of the enactment of the Customs bill
(i.e., February 24). However, the above provision is not an amendment to the TPA law, which contains most US
trade negotiating objectives and will remain in force for a limited time. Rather, the above provision will exist as a
standalone measure separate from the TPA law, and thus will remain in force permanently unless it is repealed.
Trade preference program for Nepal
Section 915 creates trade preferences allowing for duty-free entry of certain luggage, travel goods, textiles, and
apparel exported by Nepal to the United States. Trade preferences for these items will take effect on March 25, 2016,
contingent upon a determination by the President that Nepal meets the eligibility criteria of the African Growth and
10

19 U.S.C. § 1307
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Opportunity Act (AGOA). The trade preferences established by Section 915 may remain in effect until December 31,
2025 unless the President graduates Nepal from the program before that date.
Increased de minimis threshold
Section 902 provides that individuals may import up to USD 800 in merchandise free of duties into the United States
– a substantial increase over the previous de minimis threshold of USD 200. This increase took effect on March 10,
2016. The Act also encourages USTR to advocate that other countries establish “commercially meaningful” de
minimis thresholds.

Petitions and Investigations Highlights
US Department of Commerce Issues Final Determinations in AD/CVD Investigations of PET
Resin from Canada, China, India, and Oman
On March 7, 2016, the US Department of Commerce (DOC) announced its affirmative final determinations in the
antidumping (AD) investigations concerning imports of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) resin from Canada, China,
11
India, and Oman. DOC also announced affirmative final determinations in the countervailing duty (CVD)
investigations concerning imports of PET resin from China and India, and a negative final determination in the CVD
investigation concerning imports of the same from Oman.
In its investigations, DOC determined that imports of the subject merchandise were sold in the United States at the
following dumping margins: (i) 13.6 percent (for Canada); (ii) 104.98 to 126.43 percent (for China); (iii) 8.03 to 19.41
percent (for India); and (iv) 7.82 percent (for Oman). DOC also determined that imports of the subject merchandise
received countervailable subsidies in the following amounts: (i) 6.83 to 47.56 percent (for China); (ii) 5.12 to 153.80
percent (for India); and (iii) 0.59 percent (for Oman). DOC issued a negative determination with respect to Oman
because the 0.59 percent subsidy rate is below the de minimis level.
The US International Trade Commission (ITC) is scheduled to make its final injury determinations in these
investigations on April 18, 2016. If the ITC makes affirmative final determinations that imports of the subject
merchandise materially injure or threaten material injury to the domestic industry, DOC will issue AD and/or CVD
orders, as appropriate.

US Department of Commerce Issues Affirmative Preliminary Determinations in AD
Investigations of Hot-Rolled Steel Flat Products from Seven Countries
On March 15, 2016, the US Department of Commerce (DOC) announced its affirmative preliminary determinations in
the antidumping duty (AD) investigations of certain hot-rolled steel flat products from Australia, Brazil, Japan, Korea,
the Netherlands, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. DOC initiated these investigations in September 2015 in response
to petitions filed by AK Steel Corporation, ArcelorMittal USA LLC, Nucor Corporation, SSAB Enterprises, LLC, Steel
Dynamics, Inc., and United States Steel Corporation.
In its investigations, DOC preliminarily determined that imports of the subject merchandise have been sold in the
United States at the dumping margins shown below. DOC will instruct US Customs and Border Protection to require
cash deposits for covered imports of hot-rolled steel flat products based on these preliminary rates.
Country

Preliminary Dumping Margin

Australia

23.25 percent

Brazil

29.78 to 34.28 percent

Japan

6.79 to 11.29 percent

11

Click here for the DOC fact sheet on the investigations.
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Country

Preliminary Dumping Margin

Korea

3.97 to 7.33 percent

Netherlands

5.07 percent

Turkey

5.24 to 7.07 percent

United Kingdom

49.05 percent

DOC is scheduled to announce its final determinations in these investigations on or around August 3, 2016. If DOC
makes affirmative final determinations, and the US International Trade Commission (ITC) makes affirmative final
determinations that imports of the subject merchandise materially injure or threaten material injury to the domestic
industry, DOC will issue AD orders.

Multilateral Policy
WTO Panel in US-Korea Washer Dispute Rejects US Use of Zeroing to Address Targeted
Dumping
A WTO Panel has issued a mixed ruling in a Korean challenge to anti-dumping and countervailing
duties imposed by the United States on certain imported washing machines. This decision marks the
first time that a WTO panel has ruled that it is WTO-inconsistent to use “zeroing” in an anti-dumping
investigation involving alleged “targeted dumping”. This had been an open issue for years, with the
United States taking the strong position that the use of zeroing to address targeted dumping was
permissible under the WTO Anti-Dumping Agreement. The Panel in the present case rejected this U.S.
position.
“Zeroing” refers to the practice whereby an investigating authority discounts so-called “negative
dumping margins” to zero. Where the export price of a product is lower than the price in the exporting
country, this creates a positive dumping margin. However, when zeroing is used, investigating
authorities do not give any credit for “negative” dumping margins, i.e., when the export price of the
product is higher than the price in the exporting country. The investigating authority does not average
positive and negative dumping margins together – instead, it considers all negative dumping margins
to be zero. This has the effect of inflating the overall average dumping margin, and can lead to the
imposition or maintenance of anti-dumping duties which may not otherwise apply at all.
The WTO Appellate Body has ruled against the use of zeroing by the United States in both in original
investigations and reviews. But the use of zeroing in situations of alleged “targeted” dumping
remained an open question until now. “Targeted” dumping, as the Appellate Body has found, means
“dumping that is targeted to certain purchasers, targeted to certain regions, or targeted to certain time
periods”.
The rules in the Anti-Dumping Agreement applicable to zeroing are technical, but their impact on trade
is real and significant. The Panel ruling in the present case, if upheld on appeal, will limit the ability of
the U.S. Department of Commerce (USDOC) to impose anti-dumping duties in situations of alleged
targeted dumping. Many WTO Members will consider that this ruling closes the one remaining
loophole in the WTO jurisprudence on zeroing. This decision is also likely to influence the outcome of
similar claims brought by China in United States – Certain Methodologies and their Application to AntiDumping Proceedings Involving China (DS471). That Panel will rule later this year.
In the Korean case, the reaction from the U.S. industry has been sharp. The United Steelworkers
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(USW) International President issued a statement on Friday that “[t]he WTO’s record of overreaching
its authority is well documented. An appeal should reverse this decision. If not, the United States
should seriously review whether the WTO has outlived its usefulness.” The United States is indeed
likely to appeal this ruling.

Factual Background: Three types of zeroing
Article 2.4 of the WTO Anti-Dumping Agreement provides that a “fair comparison” shall be made between the export
price and the normal value. Article 2.4.2 sets out certain rules for the calculation of a dumping margin. It sets out
three basic methodologies for investigating authorities to calculate the margin of dumping:


“Weighted average-to-weighted average”: The dumping margin for an exporter is calculated by model (an
individual type of the product under investigation), by comparing the weighted price of export transactions with
the weighted-average normal value of the model. The results of the comparisons for all models are then
aggregated and weighted, i.e., expressed as a percentage of imports;



“Transaction-to-transaction”: Prices are compared on a transaction-specific basis; and



“Weighted average-to-transaction”: An individual export transaction is compared to the weighted average normal
value. Article 2.4.2 limits the application of this method to targeted dumping, i.e., if the authorities “find a pattern
of export prices which differ significantly among different purchasers, regions or time periods.”

In the current dispute, Korea challenged the use by the USDOC of the third methodology, i.e., weighted average to
transaction to address alleged targeted dumping. Some of the key determinations of the Panel are set out below.

Methodology to “unmask” targeted dumping: USDOC breaches the Anti-Dumping
Agreement
The Panel in the present case indicated that the third methodology should be used “in exceptional cases only”, if “the
authorities find a pattern of export prices which differ significantly among different purchasers, regions or time periods,
and if an explanation is provided as to why such differences cannot be taken into account appropriately by the use of
a weighted average-to-weighted average or transaction-to-transaction comparison”.
The Panel considered that the object and purpose of the third methodology was “to enable investigating authorities to
‘unmask’ so-called ‘targeted dumping’”.
The Panel parsed this provision in Article 2.4.2 into what it considered to be three components:


The “methodology clause”, under which “an investigating authority is allowed to use an asymmetrical comparison
methodology involving the comparison of a weighted average normal value with ‘prices of individual export
transactions’”;



The “pattern clause”, which requires the existence of a “pattern of export prices which differ significantly among
different purchasers, regions or time periods”; and



The “explanation clause”, which requires the investigating authority to explain why “such differences” cannot be
taken into account appropriately by the use of the other, regular methodologies.

The Panel first found that the USDOC targeted dumping methodology in the Washers investigation breached the
“methodology clause”. It found that this methodology “should only be applied to transactions that constitute the
‘pattern of export prices which differ significantly among different purchasers, regions or time periods’”. However, the
US and Multilateral Trade and Policy Developments
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USDOC used the methodology “to all transactions, including transactions other than those constituting the patterns of
transactions that the USDOC had determined to exist”. This breached Article 2.4.2.
The Panel rejected Korea’s claim that the USDOC methodology breached the “pattern clause”. Korea had argued
that the USDOC breached Article 2.4.2 by “determining the existence of a ‘pattern of export prices which differ
significantly’ among purchasers, regions or time periods on the basis of purely quantitative criteria, without any
qualitative assessment of the reasons for the relevant price differences”. The Panel reasoned that “an authority
might properly find that certain prices differ ‘significantly’ if those prices are notably greater – in purely numerical
terms – than other prices, irrespective of the reasons for those differences”.
The Panel then found the U.S. methodology to be in violation of the “explanation clause” because “[i]n the Washers
anti-dumping investigation, the USDOC failed to consider whether the factual circumstances surrounding the relevant
price differences were suggestive of something other than targeted dumping”.

Impermissibility of “aggregating random and unrelated price variations”
Korea also challenged the WTO-consistency “as such” of the USDOC Differential Pricing Methodology (DPM), which
Korea characterized as the “underlying measure”. The Panel found that the DPM violated Article 2.4.2 “as such”,
reasoning in part as follows:
According to the second sentence of Article 2.4.2, one of the conditions for applying the [weighted average-totransaction] comparison methodology is the identification of ‘a pattern of export prices which differ significantly among
different purchasers, regions or time periods’. In our view, the phrase ‘among different purchasers, regions or time
periods’ determines the question of how the relevant ‘pattern’ must be identified. The use of the disjunctive ‘or’ in this
phrase is significant, as its ordinary meaning indicates that a ‘pattern’ can only be found in prices that differ
significantly either among purchasers, or among regions, or among time periods. This excludes the possibility of
establishing a ‘pattern’ across the three categories cumulatively. We find support for this approach in the Appellate
Body's previous clarification that there are ‘three kinds of 'targeted' dumping, namely dumping that is targeted to
certain purchasers, targeted to certain regions, or targeted to certain time periods’. The Appellate Body did not
identify any other types of ‘targeted’ dumping.
The Panel thus found the DPM to be WTO-inconsistent as such, in part because “by aggregating random and
unrelated price variations, it does not properly establish ‘a pattern of export prices which differ significantly among
different purchasers, regions or time periods”.

WTO-inconsistent use of zeroing in the context of the targeted dumping methodology
The Panel began its analysis of this issue by noting that “[z]eroing in the context of establishing margins of dumping
using the [weighted average-to-transaction] comparison methodology occurs when the USDOC disregards (i.e. treats
as ‘zero’) any negative dumping when the results from multiple comparisons between the weighted average normal
value and each of the individual export transactions are aggregated”.
The Panel acknowledged that “the second sentence of Article 2.4.2 allows an investigating authority to have
particular regard to the pricing behaviour of an exporter in respect of those pattern transactions in determining the
margin of dumping for that exporter”. However, it stressed that “such possibility requires that the entirety of the
pricing behaviour within that pattern must be taken into account. We see no basis for ignoring, or zeroing, individual
pattern transactions that may be priced above normal value”.
The Panel therefore concluded that the USDOC's use of zeroing when applying third methodology was WTOinconsistent both “as such” and “as applied” in the Washers investigation.
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Claims under the SCM Agreement
The Panel dismissed Korea’s challenge to the WTO-consistency of countervailing measures imposed by the USDOC.
Among other things, the Panel did not accept Korea’s position that the programs countervailed by the USDOC were
not “specific” under the SCM Agreement.
The Report of the WTO Panel in United States – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Measures on Large Residential
Washers from Korea (DS464) was released on March 11, 2016.

Multilateral Policy Highlights
United States and China Offer New Proposals on Architecture of Environmental Goods
Agreement
WTO Members made new attempts to advance the negotiations on the Environmental Goods Agreement (EGA)
during the 12th EGA negotiating round held from March 2-4 in Geneva. During the round, the United States made
new proposals on the staging of tariff reductions, while China proposed the inclusion of a “snapback” provision that
would allow parties to withdraw automatically from the agreement in certain circumstances. Participants also
continued to discuss the proposed product coverage of the agreement.
The United States has been one of the main proponents of the EGA, which it sees as being in the vanguard of a new
set of plurilateral, “critical mass” agreements in the WTO, along with the enhanced Information Technology
Agreement (ITA II). The EGA negotiations stumbled at the end of last year because of disagreements among the
parties over the product coverage of the agreement. There is still no clarity on that point, but intense efforts are being
made in the United States and the EU to work with domestic lobby groups from industry and from environmental and
labour organisations to agree on as high a proportion as possible of the 650 products that were originally proposed
for inclusion. The latest indications are that the product coverage is likely to be limited to between 350 and 450
products, but that would still make the EGA a significant exercise in trade liberalisation.
During the 12th round, the United States made new proposals on the architecture of the EGA, specifically on the
staging of tariff reductions. The US proposal closely tracks the staging agreed on for the ITA II, allowing tariff
reductions for certain sensitive products to be phased in gradually. It proposes that EGA parties may make their tariff
reductions in four phases: immediately, within three years, within five years and within seven years after the
agreement enters into force. The United States has proposed that parties should eliminate tariffs on at least 75
percent of the products at the date of entry into force, and that no more than 5 percent of the products should be
subject to the seven-year tariff elimination schedule.
The US proposal might prove too ambitious for some EGA participants; in the case of the ITA II, for example, China
and Malaysia successfully insisted on placing a much higher proportion of their products into the seven-year
elimination schedule. The United States accepted that, reluctantly, in order to allow the ITA II to move towards
conclusion at the Nairobi Ministerial Conference last December. It is not clear whether it would be prepared to accept
similar flexibility in the case of the EGA.
China has proposed that a “snapback” provision be included in the EGA, allowing parties to withdraw automatically
from the agreement if either (i) the parties’ share of world trade in products covered by the agreement falls below 70
percent or (ii) trade in those products by a non-party exceeds 3 percent of world trade. China is seeking the provision
because of its concern that India – which is not participating in the EGA negotiations – could benefit from the trade
liberalisation that takes place as a “free rider”, taking advantage of EGA parties opening up their own markets to free
trade in “green” goods but without making any market-opening concessions of its own.
China’s proposal seems to be relatively modest in technical terms, when the EGA parties are aiming for close to a 90
percent share of world trade in covered products, similar to that of the ITA II. Nonetheless, it does highlight China’s
general concern about its involvement in plurilateral liberalisation agreements when other major advanced developing
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countries, such as India, do not participate. China’s proposal received a poor reception from other parties at the
meeting, but it has not withdrawn the proposal, and this may prove to be an additional difficulty in reaching final
agreement on the EGA.
The next round of negotiations on the EGA is scheduled for the week of April 18, 2016 in Geneva.
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